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Featured Application: The research could contribute to the understanding of the mix
design of machine-made sand concrete with aggregate micro fines (AMF), aluminum sulfate,
and polypropylene fiber.

Abstract: With the depletion and increasing demand of river sand, machine-made sand could be used
more and more in concrete. In order to improve the properties of machine-made sand concrete, the
effects of the aggregate micro fines (AMF) content, aluminum sulfate, and polypropylene fibers (PPF)
on the slump, compressive strength, water permeability, and the chloride permeability coefficients
were investigated through a single factor test method, and related mechanisms were analyzed.
The results show that the optimum contents of AMF, aluminum sulfate, and the polypropylene
fiber are 10 wt%, 1 wt%, and 0.6 kg/m3, respectively. The optimum content of AMF improved the
compactness of concrete. The addition of aluminum sulfate promoted the initial formation of ettringite,
and thereby improved the compressive strength and the permeability resistance. The polypropylene
fiber can modify the pore structure distribution of concrete and reduce the porosity, thereby improving
the impermeability of the concrete. The compressive strength of the machine-made sand concrete
could be increased by more than 20%, and the water/chloride permeability coefficients could be
decreased by more than 45%.

Keywords: aggregate micro fines; machine-made sand; concrete; aluminum sulfate; polypropylene
fiber; performance

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of China, the massive projects in civil engineering require more and
more river sand as normal fine aggregates based on the main trend in concrete design. The depletion
of river sand could happen in a number of places, especially places that are further away from any
rivers. In this condition, the use of machine-made sand [1–3] could be an easy and feasible option.
Compared to river sand, machine-made sand has several advantages, such as the existence of aggregate
micro fines (AMF). There have been conflicting reports on the role of AMF [4–7] on the properties
of machine-made sand concrete (MSC). Some researchers [8–10] reported a decreased slump and an
increase in water demand in the MSC with an increase in AMF content. Others [11–14] reported
that there is an optimum content of AMF for the properties of MSC, and the existence of AMF could
contribute to a higher compressive strength. For example, Shen et al. [11] reported that the highest
compressive strength of MSC was achieved when there was 7.5% AMF in the machine-made sand.
However, the compressive strength was reported to be influenced by many different factors [15],
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and this could result in the different reported findings. It can be concluded that the effect of AMF
on the concrete properties requires further investigations, especially in MSC. It was found that the
effect of AMF on the theology of cement paste was influenced by the surface property, particle size,
and also the mineral types [16]. Wang et al. [14] provided a theory analysis based on the physical and
mathematical packing model.

In order to modify the properties of concrete, the polypropylene fiber (PPF) could be added [17–28],
and the PPF was found to be very effective in improving the crack resistance compared to other
methods. The addition of PPF was found to decrease the workability [17] and increase the compressive
strength [29–32], crack resistance [33–35], and durability [31,36–41] given that the PPF was within an
optimum content. The addition of fibers in concrete can also decrease the shrinkage and reduce the
porosity [42,43]. However, the addition of PPF in MSC has rarely been reported, and the optimum
content of PPF in MSC is still unknown.

In addition, the use of aluminum sulfate in the concrete could be beneficial because the aluminum
sulfate could react with CaO or Ca(OH)2 to form the ettringite and thereby decrease the permeability
and increase the compaction of concrete [44–46], but the use of aluminum sulfate in MSC has not been
investigated before.

Therefore, in this study, the optimum content of AMF and its effect on the properties of MSC
(including slump, compressive strength, and permeability) were investigated. In addition, based on
the optimum content of AMF, the effects of aluminum sulfate and polypropylene fiber on the properties
of MSC were studied, and the related mechanisms were analyzed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) (Solid Cement Co., Ltd., Jiaozuo, China) with a Grade of 42.5
confirming to GB 175-2007 [47] was used. The coarse aggregate used was a continuous graded gravel
of 5 to 25 mm with an apparent density of 2721 kg/m3, bulk density of 1562 kg/m3, void ratio of
42.6%, and a crushing value of 7.5%. The main properties of machine-made sand (MS) are shown in
Table 1. The AMF (Qiangnai Co., Ltd., Jiaozuo, China) was added into machine-made sand by equal
mass to adjust the content of AMF. The particle size distributions of the gravel, MS, and AMF are
shown in Figure 1. The XRD result of AMF is shown in Figure 1d, and the main component is CaCO3.
The chemical reagent aluminum sulfate (Luoyang Chemical Reagent Factory, Luoyang, China) was
used, and its chemical formula is Al2(SO4)3·18H2O, and the effective dosage is 99 wt%. The PPF (Lixing
Chemical, Zhengzhou, China) used had a modulus of elasticity at 3.8 GPa and a length/diameter ratio
of 60. Polycarboxylate superplasticizer was used. Local tap water was used for concrete casting.

Table 1. Properties of machine-made sand.

Density (×103 kg/m3) Air Void
Ratio (%)

Fineness
Modulus

AMF 1

Content (%) MB 2 Crushing
Index (%)

Roughness
(%)Apparent Bulk Tight

2.69 1.55 1.82 42.0 3.10 4.3 0.5 18 18.9
1 AMF—aggregate micro fines. 2 MB—methylene blue value.
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Figure 1. Particle size distribution and XRD: (a) particle size distribution of gravel conforming to 
[48]; (b) particle size distribution of machine-made sand (MS) conforming to [49]; (c) particle size 
distribution of aggregate micro fines (AFM), and (d) XRD result of AFM. 
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Figure 1. Particle size distribution and XRD: (a) particle size distribution of gravel conforming to [48];
(b) particle size distribution of machine-made sand (MS) conforming to [49]; (c) particle size distribution
of aggregate micro fines (AMF), and (d) XRD result of AMF.

2.2. Mix Design

The mix design is shown in Table 2. Firstly, the AMF content considered was 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%,
and 20% by weight of machine-made sand. Secondly, based on the 10% AMF (optimum content based
on initial trails), the addition of aluminum sulfate was based on the weight percentage of cementitious
materials (OPC and superplasticizer) by 0%, 0.5%, 1.0% and 2.0%. Lastly, based on the 10% AMF and
1% aluminum sulfate (optimum content), the content of PPF considered was 0, 0.6, 0.9, and 1.35 kg/m3.
Fresh concrete was cast into different molds and covered with a plastic sheet to prevent any water
evaporation. The specimens were demolded after 24 h and cured under a standard environment
(95% RH and 20 ± 2 ◦C).

Table 2. Mix design.

Groups AS 1

(wt%)
PPF 2

(kg/m3)
AMF Content

(wt%)
Raw Material (kg/m3)

OPC Gravel MS 3 Water Superplasticizer

NO.1

— —

0

380 1120 750 190 2.28

NO.2 5
NO.3 10
NO.4 15
NO.5 20

NO.6 0.5
— 10NO.7 1.0

NO.8 2.0

NO.9
1.0

0.6
10NO.10 0.9

NO.11 1.35
1 AS—aluminum sulfate. 2 PPF—polypropylene fiber. 3 MS—machine-made sand.
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2.3. Test Methods

2.3.1. Slump and Compressive Strength Tests

Concrete slump and compressive strength were tested in accordance with the Chinese National
Standard GB/T 50080-2016 [50]. The test piece size of the concrete compressive strength was 150 mm ×
150 mm × 150 mm. The loading speed was 0.5–0.8 MPa/s. The average result of 3 replicate specimens
were obtained for each mix group.

2.3.2. Chloride Permeability Test

The chloride permeability coefficient of concrete was measured by the Nernst–Einstein–Lu (NEL)
method [51,52] based on the Nernst–Einstein equation. After 28 days, a 100 mm × 100 mm × 400 mm
concrete specimen was cut into three samples with a size of 100 mm × 100 mm × 50 mm, and the two
test faces which needed to be in contact with the electrodes were polished. The sample was placed in a
4.0 mol/L NaCl solution under vacuum condition (2 kPa) for 24 h in order to achieve a salt-saturated
state, and then it was tested by an NEL-PD type concrete chloride permeability test system under a low
voltage at around 5 V. The concrete sample was in contact with the two electrodes in the test chamber
under the test. The chloride permeability coefficient in concrete is calculated by Equation (1):

Dcl= f
RTσ

F2Ccl
(1)

where Dcl is the chloride permeability coefficient, m2/s; R is the gas constant, 8.314 J/mol·k; T is
the absolute temperature, K; σ is the electrical conductivity of salt-saturated concrete, S/m; F is
the Faraday constant, 96,500 C/mol; Ccl is the concentration of chloride ion in the pore solution of
salt-saturated concrete and can usually be taken as the concentration of immersed salt solution, which
is 4.0 × 106 mol/m3; and f is the correction factor, which is 1.0.

2.3.3. Water Permeability Test

The water permeability test was conducted according to the Chinese Standard JTG E30-2005 [53].
A concrete sample (frustum of a cone) with a top surface diameter of 175 mm, a bottom diameter
of 185 mm, and a height of 150 mm was used for the test. At 28 days, the side of the sample was
coated with epoxy resin and dried before the tests. The top surface of the sample was subjected to
a constant water pressure of 0.8 MPa ± 0.05 MPa for 24 h, and then the sample was taken out and
split into 2 halves to trace the water ingress depth. The average water ingress depth of 10 measured
positions along the split surface of the sample. The water permeability coefficient was then calculated
by Equation (2):

Sk =
mD2

m

2TH
(2)

where Sk is the water permeability coefficient, mm/s; Dm is the average water seepage height, cm; H is
the water pressure, expressed in height of water column, cm; T is the test time under the constant
water pressure, hours; and m is the the water absorption of concrete and is generally taken as 0.03.

2.3.4. Pore Size Distribution Test

The pore size distribution of the concrete sample was measured through an automated mercury
porosimeter Micromeritics AutoPore Iv 9510. Selected broken mortar samples were used for the tests.
The samples were firstly immersed in absolute ethyl alcohol for 72 h, followed by oven-drying under
40 ◦C for 24 h to remove any moisture inside, and then stored under vacuum condition before the tests.
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3. Results

3.1. Effect of AMF Content on Performance of Machine-Made Sand Concrete

3.1.1. Effect of AMF Content on the Slump of Machine-Made Sand Concrete

The effect of AMF content on the properties of the concrete was studied when the AMF content
was 0%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% in machine-made sand. The slump of fresh concrete increased firstly
and then decreased with the increase of AMF content, as shown in Figure 2. The AMF could be filled
in the pores of the fresh concrete, and at the same time, the water in the original pores was released
and became free water, as evidenced by the improvement of workability and a higher slump of the
concrete. However, excessive AMF could sharply increase the total specific surface area of the powders,
resulting in a higher water demand and a lower slump.
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3.1.2. Effect of AMF Content on the Compressive Strength of Machine-Made Sand Concrete

The compressive strength of the concretes with different AMF contents is shown in Figure 3.
Although there was no significant difference between the compressive strength of the concretes at
7 days, the results at 28 days showed a similar pattern as in Figure 2. When the content of AMF was
10%, the compressive strength of concrete at 28 days was the highest, which was 12.1% higher than
that without AMF. When the AMF filled the pores, it also increased the tightness and compactness of
the concrete. The hardened concrete had a higher packing density and a higher strength. Excessive
AMF resulted into a poor workability, poor compactness, and thus a decrease in strength.
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3.1.3. Effect of AMF Content on the Permeability of Machine-Made Sand Concrete

The effect of AMF content on the water permeability coefficient and chloride permeability
coefficient is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen from the figure that the influence of AMF on the
permeation resistance of concrete was consistent with the effect on compressive strength. When the
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content of AMF was 10%, the water permeability coefficient and chloride permeability coefficient
reached the lowest values.
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In summary, the overall performance of the concrete was the best when the AMF content was 10%.
This is because the optimum content of the AMF particles (<75 µm) could fill the gap/pores between
the cement particles, making the accumulation between the particles more compact [54,55]. Therefore,
the compressive strength of concrete was improved, and the permeability resistance of concrete was
improved accordingly.

3.2. Effect of Aluminum Sulfate on Performance of Machine-Made Sand Concrete

In order to further improve the performance of the machine-made sand concrete, based on the
optimum content of 10% AMF, the aluminum sulfate was added, and the influence of aluminum sulfate
on the slump, compressive strength, and water/chloride permeability was investigated.

3.2.1. Effect of Aluminum Sulfate Content on the Slump of Machine-Made Sand Concrete

The effect of 0%, 0.5%, 1%, and 2% of aluminum sulfate by weight of the cementitious materials on
the properties of the concrete was studied. Figure 5 shows that the slump of fresh concrete decreased
when the amount of aluminum sulfate was increased. This is because, when the Ca(OH)2 was formed
through the hydration reaction of the main minerals C3S and C2S in the OPC as shown in Equation (3),
the existence of aluminum sulfate contributed to the formation of ettringite through the reaction with
Ca(OH)2, as shown in Equation (4) [44]. The existence of more ettringite decreased the workability and
slump of concrete.

3CaO·SiO2+nH2O → xCaO·SiO2·yH2O + (3− x)Ca(OH)2 (3)

Al2(SO)4·18H2O + 6Ca(OH)2
H2O
→ 3CaO·Al2O3·3CaSO4·32H2O (4)
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3.2.2. Effect of Aluminum Sulfate Content on the Compressive Strength of Machine-Made
Sand Concrete

It can be seen from Figure 6 that, when the amount of aluminum sulfate was increased from
0% to 2%, the compressive strength of the concrete firstly increased and then decreased. When the
aluminum sulfate content was 1%, the compressive strength of concrete at 7 and 28 days was the
highest, respectively at 32.8 MPa and 37.9 MPa, which were increased by 29.6% and 10.5% compared
to the mix with 0% of aluminum sulfate. This shows that aluminum sulfate is advantageous for
concrete strength when the optimum content is added. However, excess amounts of aluminum sulfate
could cause an increase in pore size and microcracks inside the concrete [56], and thus decrease the
compressive strength.
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3.2.3. Effect of Aluminum Sulfate Content on the Permeability of Machine-Made Sand Concrete

Figure 7 shows that, when the amount of aluminum sulfate was increased, the concrete water
permeability and chloride permeability coefficients firstly decreased and then increased. When the
content was 1%, the two permeability coefficients of the concrete reached the minimum values.
When the content was 1%, the water and chloride permeability coefficients were reduced by 22.5%
and 19.5% compared to those of the sample with no aluminum sulfate. This shows that the aluminum
sulfate could improve the impermeability of the concrete when the content was within the optimum
content. This is because the aluminate sulfate accelerated and increased the formation of ettringite,
which filled the pores and compensated for any microcracks caused by volume shrinkage during
cement hydration, thereby improving the rigidity and waterproof ability of the concrete. Too much
aluminum sulfate could increase the pore size and the microcracks as reported in literature [56],
and increase the permeability of the concrete.
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3.3.2. Effect of PPF Content on the Compressive Strength of Machine-Made Sand Concrete

It can be seen from Figure 9 that with the increase in PPF content, the compressive strength of
the concrete showed a significant increase and then a decreasing trend. When the PPF was 0.6 kg/m3,
the compressive strength of concrete at 7 and 28 days reached the maximum values of 31.5 MPa and
41.6 MPa, respectively, which were 24.5% and 21.3% higher than those of the concrete with no PPF.
The optimum content of PPF could increase the crack resistance of concrete by providing a good
bonding property between the PPF and the cement matrix, but too much PPF could decrease the
bonding property because there was insufficient cement matrix to accommodate the excess PPF, thereby
decreasing the compressive strength.
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3.3.3. Effect of PPF Content on the Permeability of Machine-Made Sand Concrete

The effect of PPF content on the water and chloride permeability coefficients of the concrete is
shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that with an increase in the PPF content, both the water permeability
coefficient and chloride permeability coefficient decreased first and then increased. When the PPF
content was 0.6 kg/m3, the permeability coefficients were the lowest, and the decrease in water and
chloride permeability coefficients was 46.5% and 51.1%, respectively, compared to that of the concrete
with no PPF. Even when the PPF content was 0.9 kg/m3, the two permeability coefficients were still
lower than those of the concrete with no PPF. When the PPF content was 1.35 kg/m3, the water
permeability coefficient was higher than the that of the concrete with no PPF. This indicates that the PPF
has an advantage on improving the impermeability of the concrete when the PPF content is ≤0.9 kg/m3.
This is due to the fact that on the one hand, in the alkaline environment of concrete, the adhesion
between the PPF and the cement matrix was enhanced [27]. On the other hand, the PPF restricted the
formation of microcracks caused by any shrinkage of the concrete, thereby reducing the transportation
channels for water and chloride ions. In addition, a large number of evenly distributed PPF in the
concrete could block the capillary pores inside the concrete [17].
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3.4. Pore Size Analysis

Figure 11 shows the pore size distribution of the concrete samples with different contents of AMF,
aluminum sulfate, and PPF. It can be seen that the incorporation of AMF, aluminum sulfate, and PPF
significantly reduced the pore size and the overall porosity of the concrete. In Figure 11a, the pore size
distribution of the concrete with 0% and 10% AMF is compared. The AMF exhibited a filling effect,
and the porosity of the concrete was remarkably decreased in the concrete with 10% AMF. The pores in
the concrete with 10% AMF were mainly distributed in the range of 10–100 nm, compared with the
case that the pores in the concrete with no AMF were mainly distributed in the range of 10–2000 nm.
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Figure 11. Pore size distribution results of concrete with different contents of: (a) AMF; (b) aluminum
sulfate; (c) PPF.

Under the condition that the optimum content of AMF (10%) was added, the effect of aluminum
sulfate and PPF on the pore size distribution are shown in Figure 11b,c. In Figure 11b, when the
aluminum sulfate content was 1%, the pore size distribution was more uniform than that of the concrete
with no aluminum sulfate. The amount of small pores in the range of 20–1000 nm increased, and the
amount of large pores >1000 nm was significantly reduced. It is known that the large pores should be
controlled to a minimum level in order to achieve a low permeability property. In Figure 11c, the PPF
clearly reduced the total porosity of the concrete, and the pores of the concrete were focused between
10–30 nm. This optimized the pore distribution in concrete and the concrete microstructure was more
compact, reflected by the improvement of the resistance of permeability.
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4. Discussion

With the demand of using machine-made sand in concrete, the possible methods to improve the
properties of MSC should be investigated. In this study, the effects of adding AMF, aluminum sulfate
and PPF on the slump, compressive strength, and water and chloride permeability coefficients of
MSC were investigated. The findings should provide a guidance for the mix design of MSC in related
construction projects. Future research could be carried out include a multiple factor analysis on the
combined use of all the three additions (AMF, aluminum sulfate, and PPF), and other types of minerals
such as ground granulated blast-furnace, fly ash, and silica fume, on the related properties of MSC.

5. Conclusions

The effects of AMF content, aluminum sulfate, and PPF on MSC performance, including the
slump, compressive strength and permeability, were studied. The main conclusions were as follows:

(1) With an increase of AMF content, the compressive strength of MSC first increased and then
decreased. The permeability coefficients of water and chloride first decreased and then increased.
They all achieved the best performance when the content of AMF was 10wt% in the machine-made
sand. AMF was found to be able to effectively reduce the pores in the range of 20–1000 nm in
the MSC.

(2) With an increase in the content of aluminum sulfate, the permeability coefficients of water and
chloride decreased first and then increased. When the content of aluminum sulfate was 1%, the
two permeability coefficients reached the minimum value. At the same time, MSC had the highest
compressive strength. The aluminate sulfate was found to be able to decrease the pores in the
range >1000 nm in the MSC.

(3) The water and chloride permeability coefficients firstly decreased and then increased with an
increase in PPF content. When the PPF content was 0.6 kg/m3, the MSC reached the optimum
performance with only a slight decrease in the slump of fresh concrete, the highest compressive
strength (increase by more than 20% compared with no PPF), and the lowest water and chloride
permeability coefficients (decrease by more than 45% compared with no PPF).

(4) The optimum content of AMF contributed to a good filling effect and modify the pore structure of
MSC, thereby increasing the compressive strength and impermeability of MSC. Aluminum sulfate
could promote the formation of ettringite. The filling effect of ettringite in the pores made the MSC
structure denser, and the porosity of MSC was reduced. PPF (0.6 kg/m3) was found to effectively
decrease the pores with a size 30–3000 nm in MSC, and thus increase the impermeability.
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